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1. Clicker Attendance
• Launch your Top Hat app on your smart phone, or load the 

TopHat.com website, or text to the course phone number.

3. To Opt-OUT of being called upon
• Name Card with red stripe means 

you Opt-OUT (can Opt-OUT 3 times)

Doug

2. Sit with your group in lecture & lab



Thinking of what you want to get out of your 
college education and this course, which of 

the following is most important to you?

a) Acquiring information (facts, 
principles, concepts) 

b) Learning how to use information 
and knowledge in new situations 

c) Developing lifelong learning skills 



Of these three goals, which one do you 
think you can make headway on outside of 
class by your own reading and studying?

a) Acquiring information (facts, 
principles, concepts) 

b) Learning how to use information 
and knowledge in new situations 

c) Developing lifelong learning skills 



The Science of Summer - Fireflies with 
Dr. Sara Lewis



POP Trifecta



Student performance on concept inventory (Pre, Mid, Post)

Figure 1: ACT-normalized performance of ICB textbook students (n=76) versus controls (n=98) in LB144 
& 145 on biology concept inventory test developed (BCI) by Klymkowsky et al 2009 (SEM; **p<0.01).
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1. Name one communication behavior 
exhibited by fireflies

2. List one cost and one benefit 
associated with that behavior



Text

Announcements 

1. FYI: Contracts? Sketch figures in notes so can recognize on exams. 

2. Yesterday you got feedback for your talk four times, the feedback is focused 
upon “how to communicate effectively” in a Presentation as well as guidance 
about Human, Gene, professional Methods should be used etc.  

3. OFFER: Any group may ReDo talk without using TARDIS. 

4. Sharing TopHat attendance code to students not present is a breach of 
Academic Honesty. 

5. The Monday Journal Club “JClub” is where you learn how to read papers 
better and inadvertently write better papers. Next week we tackle Lindsay 
Harrington and Katharina Fabricius’s paper on Coral settlement. 

6. Next week in lab your group’s “2-paragraph Proposal” Paper is due at start 
of lab period. You are expected to have a complete semester-long plan, with 
full methods from pubs, but will tweak/improve you plan as you go. 

7. In 10 days first EXAM occurs in-person, here on *Monday* JClub day. Can 
bring 3x5” index card with notes. Must also know all the research papers to get 
higher than 3.0. Are you preparing now, so you won’t stress then? 



Stand-up 
if working hard for 3.5 or 4.0 in the lecture course

Remain standing if... 
1. Attended all classes & completed all readings 
2. Have taken thorough handwritten notes on all 

3. Have written IQ answers & already studied them  
3.5-level: Wrote out Trifecta answers & review before class 

4-level: Have attempted to read the research papers of Ulagaraj & 
Walker (crickets), Ryan & Page (bats), Sara Lewis (fireflies), 

Katharina Fabricius (corals), Vincent Bretagnolle (petrels)







Biology Learning Objectives 
• Describe the function/purpose of communication 

and information transfer between organisms. 
• Explain how animals communicate and find each 

other through the use of different signals. 
• Evaluate costs and benefits of signaling using light 

and/or sound. 
• Interpret playback experiments used to decode 

signals sent between members of the same species.

Copyright © 2015 by AM Campbell, LJ Heyer, CJ Paradise. All rights reserved. 

Section 17.2: How is information transmitted 
between members of animal species?





A population of birds and information 
transfer between individuals

Figure 17.1 Copyright © 2015 by AM Campbell, LJ Heyer, CJ Paradise. All rights reserved. 



Wilson’s storm petrel (Oceanites oceanicus)

Figure 4.7 

Why are they called storm petrels? 



Trifecta?

Random call



Describe the grating calls of Wilson’s storm petrel

Figure 17.6 

Characteristics of calls include duration of call, 
number and pattern of syllables, duration of 

silences, and frequency of syllables

Modified from Bretagnolle (1989), Figure 1. Reprinted with permission from Koninklijke Brill NV

Explain: 1) Who makes which calls and from where?        
2) How calls vary. 3) How this figure is analogous to fireflies



Trifecta?

Random call



Trifecta? What major differences in frequencies 
do you observe, are they significant?

Random call



Trifecta?

What major differences in frequencies 
do you observe, are they significant?

Random call



Trifecta?

Random call



Wilson’s storm petrels responding to signals 
during a playback experiment

Figure 17.7 

Paused & 
circled 

overhead

Kept 
flying 

directly 
over 

speaker Paused & 
landed 
near 

speaker

Data from Bretagnolle, 1989, Table 1



Wilson’s storm petrels responding to signals 
during a playback experiment

Figure 17.7 Data from Bretagnolle, 1989, Table 1



Figure 17.7 Data from Bretagnolle, 1989, Table 1

Circling 
overhead

Landing

Explain: 1) How can we decode the Wilson’s storm petrel language? 2) What is 
this figure depicting? Where is the control? How do petrels respond to different 
call? Is this pure observation or playback?



Trifecta?

Random call



What does this table even say?



Frequency of responses by males and 
females to different calls during playback 

experiment

Table 17.3 Modified from Bretagnolle, 1989, Table 3. Reprinted with permission from Koninklijke Brill NV



Table 17.3 

Variation among male and female 
storm petrels responses

Modified from Bretagnolle, 1989, Table 3. Reprinted with permission from Koninklijke Brill NV

Explain: 1) How do male and female responses differ? Who 
chatters (and responds)? Who grates (and responds)? 2) What 
are the likely purposes of these calls? 3) What are the take 
home messages from the petrel research? 



Table 17.3 

How do male storm petrels 
respond to playback calls?

Modified from Bretagnolle, 1989, Table 3. Reprinted with permission from Koninklijke Brill NV

Q1: Are the male Wilson’s storm petrel calls situation-specific? 
How do you know?

Q2: What functions do these different calls likely serve?

Q3: How would you check if result is statistically significant?



How does grading work?



What is a 4.0?  
In the university grading system 

PERCENTAGE of mastery = PERCENTAGE grade
Quantity



What is a 4.0?  
In the university grading system 

Quality
Quality of work = Level of grade



What is a 4.0?  
In the university grading system 

If a student does what was asked of them on an 
assignment and does a pretty good job what’s the 
grade supposed to be? 

a. 4.0 
b. 3.5 
c. 3.0 
d. 2.5 
e. other



What is a 4.0?  
In the university grading system 

• The “4.0” is Outstanding is the student blew you away with how much and 
how well they did the work. They taught you something you didn’t know.  

• A “3.5” is Most Excellent every detail of their work was done extremely well 
and they found additional papers and evidence beyond what they were told/
expected to do, to complete their work. 

• A “3.0” is Excellent is impressive work, top of the class, and their work was 
done extremely well but nothing beyond what was expected. 

• 2.0-2.5 "Pretty Good" the student did the work required and a pretty good 
job, the average in the class. 
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